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Abstract–This paper presents a simple power loss
estimation method for inverter-fed low power AC
asynchronous and synchronous motors. The method
uses a simulation based DC/AC converter power loss
estimation based on datasheet parameters and load
characteristics like measured phase resistance and
current phase delay. A current control scheme is used
to impose a constant current at various speeds. Using
this approach both asynchronous and synchronous
motors can be used as a load. Total power loss is
measured as the DC Link current by an amperemeter
avoiding the use of complicated measurement
systems.
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induction machine was investigated in [8]-[10]
concentrating mainly on the additional iron
losses. The system power loss was analyzed in
[11] by varying the switching frequency.
Losses in permanent magnet motors were
investigated in [12] with sinusoidal supply with
the help of finite-element method (FEM) and the
effect of carrier harmonics of PWM inverter was
taken into account in [13], [14].
Previous methods have the advantage of
detailed results with separated losses inside the
motors but require complicated test setups and
FEM analysis. From a system point of view a
simple method will suffice to determine the
inverter and motor total losses in order to
optimize the converter heat sink and other
system parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION
DC/AC converter driven three-phase motor is
becoming the dominant choice in low power
industrial, automotive and home appliances
systems. More efficient AC machines and
optimal control techniques have an important
role in system efficiency. While the induction
motor (IM) is still a good choice for many
applications, the use of synchronous machines
like Synchronous Reluctance (SyR) and
Permanent Magnet Assisted Synchronous
Reluctance (PMASR) can offer higher power
density and higher efficiency. Because
pulsewidth modulation (PWM) is used to drive
the motors, it is important to analyze the PWM
converter influence on the system power loss.
Among power electronics devices loss
estimation methods are those that assume ideal
loads, [1], linear switching energies and
analytical formulations [2], or extensive
measurement systems [3]. Promising methods
use curve fitting of device parameters and
simulation waveforms [4]–[6], or measured
waveforms [7].
The impact that PWM harmonics have on

2. PROPOSED METHOD
Considering a simple PWM inverter-fed
three-phase motor system like the one in Fig. 1,
the total power loss considering no-load
condition is
Ptot = Pinv + Pmot = Vdc * i dc
(1)
where Pinv is the power loss in the inverter and
Pmot is the power loss in the motor including
mechanical losses.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the test circuit
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For low power applications Intelligent Power
Modules (IPM) are a common choice but
datasheet parameters could be insufficient for an
accurate estimation. In this case the on state
transistor and diode voltages were measured and
curve-fitted with a 5th order polynomial. The
switching energy losses were approximated with
a 2nd order polynomial based on additional
manufacturer data, but they could also be
measured. It is worth mentioning that when the
lower transistor or diode conducts the power loss
of the shunt resistor is taken into account.
The conduction and switching power losses
are evaluated every simulation step and averaged
every fundamental period [6], [7]. The step size
is 100ns, similar to transistor switching times.

Considering a standard DC Link metallized
polypropylene film capacitor (MKP) with a small
ESR, all the switching ripple current will be
contained in the capacitor and the i dc current
can be easily measured. A double current choke
was used to smooth the current drawn from the
DC voltage supply. The power loss of the
converter is estimated based on simulation [4],
[5], with datasheet parameters curve-fitting, Fig.
2, Fig. 3 and inverter leg operations in Table 1
obtained from the upper IGBT command signal q
and phase current sign. A standard Space Vector
Modulation (SVM) was used and the phase load
currents and reference voltages are shown in Fig.
4. Additional details of the system are provided
in Appendix.

a)

a)

b)

b)

Fig. 2. IGBT and diode ON state voltage.

Fig. 3. IGBT and diode estimated switching losses,
V dc = 390V , T j = 30°C .

Table 1. Inverter leg operation
Case
1

Current
i a (k ) ≥ 0

Gate signal of Q1
q(k-1)=0 & q(k)=0

2

ia (k ) ≥ 0

q(k-1)=0 & q(k)=1

3

ia (k ) ≥ 0

q(k-1)=1 & q(k)=0

Operation
D4 conducts
D4 turns off
Q1 turns on
Q1 turns off

q(k-1)=1 & q(k)=1

Q1 conducts

q(k-1)=0 & q(k)=0

Q4 conducts

q(k-1)=0 & q(k)=1

Q4 turns off
D1 turns off
Q4 turns on
D1 conducts

4
5

ia (k ) ≥ 0
ia (k ) < 0

6

ia (k ) < 0

7

ia (k ) < 0

q(k-1)=1 & q(k)=0

8

ia (k ) < 0

q(k-1)=1 & q(k)=1

Fig. 4. Load currents (0.5A/div) and SVM phase voltage
(0.2p.u./div) reference waveforms.
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than 5% because of small variations in current
phase delays. The power loss evolution as the
switching frequency increases for the IM is
consistent with previous results [8]-[10]. The
SyR motor has a smaller variation of the power
loss mainly because of lower rotor iron losses.
The PMASR motor has a similar rotor structure
with the SyR but with additional plastic ferrite
magnets. The losses have an increased variation
compared to SyR but lower than the IM.

A RL load was used in the simulations in
order to minimize the total simulation time. The
resistance is equal to the motor phase resistance
and the inductance was calculated to obtain the
same current phase delay.
For the motor control, a standard current
control scheme implemented in a rotating (d, q)
frame is used to impose a constant id current at
various speeds while keeping the iq current
zero, thus generating a rotating magnetic field.

4. CONCLUSIONS

3. RESULTS

A simple power loss estimation method for
inverter-fed motor systems has been presented.
The advantage of the method is that it can be
applied to synchronous and asynchronous motors
with a simple measurement and simulation.
Novel comparative results have been presented
for the IM, SyR and PMASR motors power loss
variation over different switching frequencies.

The measured total loss is plotted for different
switching frequencies and speeds in Fig. 5 b), c),
for the IM, in Fig. 6 for the SyR and in Fig. 7 for
the PMASR motors. It is worth mentioning that
the motors have the same stator frame. The
inverter power loss in Fig. 5 a) shows little
difference between 0 and 2000 rpm operation.
The power loss difference between motors is less

a)

a)

a)

b)

b)

b)

c)
Fig. 5. Losses of the inverter (simulated)
and the IM.

c)
Fig. 6. Losses of the SyR motor.

c)
Fig. 7. Losses of the PMASR motor
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